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All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %

1 2470 5 1.6 10 50.2 99.8

2 2468 13.6 4.2 25 54.5 99.7

3 2465 7.8 2.4 15 51.8 99.6

4 2446 5.4 1.7 10 54.2 98.8
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Sticky Note
Usually the question number

Sticky Note
The number of candidates attempting that question

Sticky Note
The mean score is calculated by adding up the individual candidate scores and dividing by the total number of candidates. If all candidates perform well on a particular item, the mean score will be close to the maximum mark. Conversely, if candidates as a whole perform poorly on the item there will be a large difference between the mean score and the maximum mark. A simple comparison of the mean marks will identify those items that contribute significantly to the overall performance of the candidates.However, because the maximum mark may not be the same for each item, a comparison of the means provides only a partial indication of candidate performance. Equal means does not necessarily imply equal performance. For questions with different maximum marks, the facility factor should be used to compare performance.

Sticky Note
The standard deviation measures the spread of the data about the mean score. The larger the standard deviation is, the more dispersed (or less consistent) the candidate performances are for that item. An increase in the standard deviation points to increased diversity amongst candidates, or to a more discriminating paper, as the marks are more dispersed about the centre. By contrast a decrease in the standard deviation would suggest more homogeneity amongst the candidates, or a less discriminating paper, as candidate marks are more clustered about the centre.

Sticky Note
This is the maximum mark for a particular question

Sticky Note
The facility factor for an item expresses the mean mark as a percentage of the maximum mark (Max. Mark) and is a measure of the accessibility of the item. If the mean mark obtained by candidates is close to the maximum mark, the facility factor will be close to 100 per cent and the item would be considered to be very accessible. If on the other hand the mean mark is low when compared with the maximum score, the facility factor will be small and the item considered less accessible to candidates.

Sticky Note
For each item the table shows the number (N) and percentage of candidates who attempted the question. When comparing items on this measure it is important to consider the order in which the items appear on the paper. If the total time available for a paper is limited, there is the possibility of some candidates running out of time. This may result in those items towards the end of the paper having a deflated figure on this measure. If the time allocated to the paper is not considered to be a significant factor, a low percentage may indicate issues of accessibility. Where candidates have a choice of question the statistics evidence candidate preferences, but will also be influenced by the teaching policy within centres.
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4b)  


Audiences interact with video games through their characters.  There are headsets and 


microphone that allow audiences to interact, meaning that they communicate with one 


another.  For example in Assassin’s Creed, one is able to speak through the mouth of their 


character to others.  They essentially become the character.  


Audiences must also interact through video games with multi-player simulation.  An 


individual can invite friends to come and play.  Like in Assassin’s Creed inviting them to join 


quests and unlock new levels.  This allows them to work on teamwork and uncover things 


together within the game. 


Also audiences can interact with video games through the hidden words and prizes on 


websites and other platforms.  For example trigger words can be found and used to unlock 


hidden treasures within the game that players might not be able to. 


Nowadays there is simulation tools, which actually allow someone to become the character 


of their choice.  They can control every aspect of their body.  Like is Assassin’s Creed, one 


can literally be the female protagonist with the simulation tools. 
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Sticky Note

Satisfactory knowledge and understanding 



Sticky Note

Appropriate reference to the set video game



Sticky Note

Satisfactory use of subject specific terminology 



Sticky Note

Appropriate reference to the video game



Sticky Note

Appropriate reference to the video game 



Sticky Note

Satisfactory, generally accurate knowledge and understanding 



Text Box

This is a band 2 response.It demonstrates satisfactory knowledge and understanding with some appropriate reference to the set product.  There is some evidence of subject specific terminology.  The response is clear and relevant throughout, however the comments lack development and the reference to the set product lacks the detail needed to achieve a band 3.












Sticky Note

Good use of subject specific terminology



Sticky Note

Informed by relevant theory



Sticky Note

Description of theory; downloading, rather than relevant application.



Sticky Note

Informed by relevant theory



Sticky Note

Satisfactory application of knowledge and understanding of the theoretical framework







Sticky Note

Informed by relevant theory



Sticky Note

Undeveloped analysis



Sticky Note

Logical analysis



Sticky Note

Good use of subject specific terminology



Sticky Note

Goo application of knowledge and understanding of the theoretical framework



Sticky Note

Reasonably detailed analysis



Text Box

This is a lower band 4 response.Well written with good use of subject specific terminology and some application of relevant theory.  Theory is, in places, 'downloaded' rather than relevantly and appropriately applied.  Analysis is logical, though at times is undeveloped. 












(d) Explain how political contexts affect the newspaper industry. Refer to the Daily 
Mirror to support your points. [10] 


 


Band 


AO1 2a and 2b 


Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of contexts of media and 


their influence on media products and processes  


 


5 


9-10 marks 


 Excellent, detailed and accurate knowledge and understanding of 
political contexts and their effect on the newspaper industry  


 Detailed reference to the set newspaper to support points 
 


4 


7-8 marks 


 Good, accurate knowledge and understanding of political contexts 
and their effect on the newspaper industry  


 Reasonably detailed reference to the set newspaper to support 
points 


3 


5-6 marks 


 Satisfactory, generally accurate knowledge and understanding of 
political contexts and their effect on the newspaper industry, 
although this may lack development  


 Appropriate reference to the set newspaper to support points 


2 


3-4 marks 


 Basic knowledge and understanding of political contexts and their 
effect on the newspaper industry, although this will be limited   


 Limited reference to the set newspaper to support points 


1 


1-2 marks 


 Minimal knowledge and minimal, if any, understanding of political 
contexts and their effect on the newspaper industry 


 Minimal, if any, reference to the set newspaper to support points 


 


0 marks 


 Response not worthy of credit.  
 


 


  







Question 3(d) 
 
Indicative Content 
 
This question provides learners with the opportunity to draw together knowledge and 
understanding from across the full course of study. In addition to points related to Media 
Industries, responses should be rewarded for drawing together knowledge and 
understanding of other areas of the theoretical framework such as Representations and 
Audiences, and of media contexts. Responses in the higher bands are likely to draw 
together knowledge and understanding from across the full course of study.   
 
The content below is not prescriptive and all valid points should be credited. It is not 
expected that responses will include all of the points listed.   
 
AO1  
Responses will demonstrate knowledge and understanding of how political contexts 
affect the newspaper industry, such as: 


 the political context of newspaper production, including specifically the tabloid press 


 how newspapers reflect their political context through the representation of 
individuals, social groups, issues and events 


 how the industry reflects the political contexts in which newspapers are produced 
through, for example, aspects of ownership 


 the processes that lead media producers to make choices about how to represent 
events, issues, individuals and social groups 


 the way the newspaper industry, through representation, constructs versions of 
reality 


 how audiences respond to and interpret media representations 


 how media representations convey values, attitudes and beliefs about the world 
 
Responses are likely to refer to examples of how political contexts affect the 
newspaper industry with reference to the Daily Mirror, such as: 


 the ownership and political allegiance of the newspaper affects its content, ideas and 
beliefs 


 the style of a tabloid is that their values, attitudes and in this case, political beliefs, 
are more obvious than in a quality, broadsheet paper 


 the combination of elements of media language construct the newspaper's opinion of 
issues and events 


 the Daily Mirror is a tabloid newspaper with a traditionally left-wing bias, with a target 
audience of working class readers 


 the newspaper has distanced itself from its rival The Sun and now seeks to produce 
more serious political content and less celebrity gossip 


 the name of the newspaper suggests that it 'holds a mirror' up to society and as such 
reflects contemporary issues and events from a left of centre perspective 


 the inner pages may reinforce the political context from the personal viewpoint of a 
range of journalists reflecting a diverse range of age and ethnicity. This style will 
appeal to the newspaper's demographic 


 the reach of the newspaper industry across a range of platforms suggesting it is a 
powerful opinion leader (Curran and Seaton) with the ability to influence readers. 


 the newspaper industry is controlled by a small number of companies driven by profit 
and power (Curran and Seaton) 


 


  







Responses in the higher bands are likely to draw together knowledge and 
understanding of other areas of the theoretical framework and/or media contexts, for 
example: 
 


 the Mirror as an example of a left wing publication in a largely right wing press - this 
will affect the way it represents issues and events 


 the cultural context underlying the choice of stories and articles 


 the ways in which different readers may respond to the representation of an issue or  
event  depending on  their political and cultural ideas and values. 


 how the choices made about what to include in the newspaper reflects the viewpoints 
of its producer, their political standpoints and the attitudes and beliefs of the 
readership 


 how elements of media language are employed persuasively  


 reference may be made to Gerbner as readers may be exposed to similar 
representations of issues and events across the news media 


 the newspaper uses emotive images and hyberbolic language 


 candidates may refer to the edition studied for Section A and comment on, for 
example, the front page which clearly reflects the newspaper's political viewpoint with 
the choice of the iconic image of the Statue of Liberty combined with the code of 
expression implying despair.  


 












Sticky Note

Excellent, detailed and accurate knowledge and understanding.



Sticky Note

Detailed reference to set video game.



Sticky Note

Detailed and accurate knowledge.







Sticky Note

Detailed reference to set video game.



Sticky Note

Excellent, detailed and accurate knowledge and understanding.



Sticky Note

Detailed reference to set video game. 



Sticky Note

Excellent use of subject specific terminology.



Sticky Note

Excellent detailed and accurate knowledge and understanding.



Sticky Note

Detailed and accurate knowledge and understanding.



Text Box

This is a band 5 response.  It is a confident and detailed explanation of a range of ways in which audiences can interact with the set video game.  The candidate shows excellent detailed and accurate knowledge and understanding is shown with detailed reference to the set text. The theory discussed is relevant and appropriately applied.












jaqueh

Sticky Note

Satisfactory, generally accurate knowledge and understanding.



jaqueh

Sticky Note

Limited reference to the set text



jaqueh

Sticky Note

Good and accurate knowledge  and understanding.



jaqueh

Sticky Note

Appropriate reference to the set newspaper.



jaqueh

Text Box

This is a good band 3 response.Accurate and good knowledge and understanding is demonstrated with some appropriate reference to the set text. Makes a wide range points with some reference to more sophisticated concepts such as regulation.Discussion and references to text lack the development needed to show a more convincing understanding of the effect of political contexts on the newspaper industry.



jaqueh

Sticky Note

Good and accurate knowledge and understanding 

























Sticky Note

Use of subject specific terminology 



Sticky Note

Informed by relevant theory 



Sticky Note

Perceptive analysis 



Sticky Note

Detailed analysis 







Sticky Note

Excellent application of knowledge and understanding of the theoretical framework



Polygonal Line

Excellent use of subject specific terminology.  Perceptive and detailed analysis of media language informed by confident and sophisticated semiotic analysis, and further informed by relevant theories.



Sticky Note

Informed by relevant theory



Sticky Note

Excellent application of knowledge and understanding of the theoretical framework.



Text Box

This is a  robust band 5 response.Perceptive analysis, informed by relevant theories.  Consistently excellent application of knowledge and understanding of the theoretical framework.












Section A: Investigating Media Language and Representation 
 
1.  How do visual elements create meaning in this music video extract?  [10] 
 


Band 


AO2 1 


 


Apply knowledge and understanding of the theoretical framework of 


media to analyse media products, including in relation to their contexts 


and through the use of academic theories 


5 


9-10 marks 


 Excellent, consistent and accurate application of knowledge and 
understanding of the theoretical framework to analyse the unseen 
music video extract 


 Analysis of the music video is perceptive, detailed and may be 
informed by relevant theories   


4 


7-8 marks 


 Good, accurate application of knowledge and understanding of the 
theoretical framework to analyse the unseen music video extract 


 Analysis of the music video is logical, reasonably detailed and may be 
informed by relevant theories 


3 


5-6 marks 


 Satisfactory, generally accurate application of knowledge and 
understanding of the theoretical framework to analyse the unseen 
music video extract 


 Analysis of the music video is reasonable and straightforward 


2 


3-4 marks 


 Basic application of knowledge and understanding of the theoretical 
framework to analyse the unseen music video extract, although this is 
likely to lack clarity, relevance and accuracy  


 Analysis of the music video is undeveloped and there may be a 
tendency to simply describe features of the music video 


1 


1-2 marks 


 Minimal, if any, application of knowledge and understanding of the 
theoretical framework to analyse the unseen music video extract, with 
significant inaccuracies, irrelevance and a lack of clarity 


 Analysis of the music video is superficial and generalised 


 
0 marks 


 Response not worthy of credit 


 
 
  







Question 1 
 
Indicative Content  
 
Candidates are required to analyse how visual elements create meaning in the music video 
extract. Responses are not required to focus on all of the visual elements and may focus 
more on some than others. Relevant theories may inform the analysis in terms of, for 
example, semiotic approaches and terminology, although analysis may also take the form of 
consideration of suggested or intended meanings. Responses in the higher bands will 
explore the visual elements and meanings or connotations in more detail, whilst those in the 
middle band will focus on more straightforward or obvious aspects, and those in the lower 
bands will be descriptive.   
 
The content below is not prescriptive and all valid points should be credited. It is not 
expected that responses will include all of the points listed. 
 
AO2 
 
Responses are likely to analyse visual elements in the music video extract, such as: 
 


 Visual codes. Clothing related to the theme of boxing clubs. Muted lighting, darkness 
and shadow to establish reality of setting and situation. Expression suggesting 
physical exertion, determination and mutual attraction. 


 Iconography related to urban boxing clubs e.g. ring, punch ball etc. Typical American 
city street and taxi cab establishing setting. 


 Technical codes. Montage of shots to build narrative and characters within the 
narrative. Use of close ups to establish characters and their role within the narrative 
and to position the audience within the narrative. Close ups also establish strong, 
independent female character. Point of view shots to engage audience.  


 The codes and conventions of the music video form and sub-genre: realistic setting, 
natural lighting and ordinary people telling their believable story associated with the 
indie sub-genre. 


 The establishment of the music performer within the narrative through visual 
elements. Subversion of expectations regarding the idea of the music video as a 
vehicle for establishing a star's persona as there is no actual performance or 
suggestion that the star is anything other than a character in the story.  


 The interpretation of lyrics through visual elements, which in this case may challenge 
the preconception of the audience regarding the song title Shape of You. The lyrics 
out of the context of the music video suggest a more voyeuristic/sexual theme not 
developed in the music video. Here the focus is on the admiration for the toned 
physicality of the female boxer established through technical codes. 


 The use of intertextuality in the music video: 


 references to boxing films e.g. Rocky and the struggle to achieve success 


 setting of boxing gym and training regime similar to that in Rocky and other films 
in the same genre 


 Semiotics, including Barthes. 
 





















Sticky Note

Excellent, detailed and accurate knowledge and understanding.



Sticky Note

Detailed reference to the newspaper



Sticky Note

Draws together knowledge and understanding 



Sticky Note

Excellent and accurate knowledge and understanding 







Sticky Note

Draws together knowledge and understanding of theoretical framework



Sticky Note

Detailed reference to the newspaper



Sticky Note

Excellent, detailed and accurate knowledge and understanding 



Sticky Note

Excellent, detailed and accurate knowledge and understanding 



Sticky Note

Detailed reference to the newspaper



Text Box

This is a good Band 5 response.  It draws together knowledge and understanding of the theoretical framework and provides detailed reference to the set newspaper with detailed and accurate knowledge and understanding throughout.


































01 


In the Ed Sheeran ‘Shape of You’ music video, we can see themes of gender representation, 


these present audiences with different ideas of what the video and song are about. 


The video opens to a long shot of an empty boxing gym, we see quick jump cuts to Sheeran 


and a woman almost kissing as well as them holding hands, this foreshadows events that 


may happen later in the video.  We then see a young Asian looking woman who is clearly at 


the gym before anyone else, doing warm up exercises, as well as putting on hand wraps and 


using the punching bag. This presents the idea of women empowerment as well as 


dedication as the woman is shown exercising only before anyone else has arrived at the 


gym, this is also shown later when Sheeran enters the gym and we see the unnamed women 


beating the man who is much larger than her, in a sparring match. 


However, we can also see aspects of male dominance as well as the male gaze, in the music 


video.  The women is shown wearing  a little amount of clothing, showing off her body, this 


also has to do with the lyrics of the song which talks about Sheeran’s love for her body.  We 


also see Sheeran looking at the woman while she works out as well as exchanging eye 


contact, this represents the Male Gaze which is a theory by Laura Mulvey, that explains the 


way in which men see women and how they are portrayed.  It can also be noted that after 


leaving the gym and getting some food together, Sheeran can be seen eating a plate full of 


chicken while the woman eats a salad, this reinforces the idea of women wanting to look 


after their bodies to be attractive towards men, as well as the idea of male dominance and 


their need to be in control as the women picks chips of Sheeran’s plate. 
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Sticky Note

Satisfactory use of subject terminology



Sticky Note

Description, rather than analysis 



Sticky Note

Straightforward comments about representations



Sticky Note

Basic use of subject terminology



Sticky Note

Attempts to apply relevant theories but with limited development; limited understanding demonstrated 



Sticky Note

Descriptive 



Sticky Note

Basic application of knowledge and understanding of the theoretical framework.



Text Box

This is a band 2 response, with some aspects of band 3.This response demonstrates basic knowledge and understanding of the theoretical framework.  Often descriptive, rather than analytical. Some attempts to use relevant theory but limited understanding demonstrated.  Basic use of subject specific terminology.












Sticky Note

Good, accurate knowledge and understanding



Sticky Note

Satisfactory reference to set video game



Sticky Note

Detailed reference to the set video game



Sticky Note

Good, accurate knowledge and understanding



Sticky Note

Good, accurate knowledge and understanding







Text Box

This is a band 3 response.The candidate demonstrates clear and consistent knowledge and understanding of how audiences interact with video games, and makes  reasonably detailed references to the set video game in order to support their points.  Points are developed with detail at times, though this is inconsistent, and a wider range of points would demonstrate a more secure understanding.  
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Typewritten Text


































Question 4 
 
(b) Explain how audiences interact with video games. Refer to Assassin's 


Creed 111: Liberation to support your points. [8] 
 


Band 


AO1 1a and b 


Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the theoretical 


framework of media 


4 


7-8 marks 


 Excellent, detailed and accurate knowledge and understanding of how 
audiences interact with video games  


 Detailed reference to the set video game to support points   


3 


5-6 marks 


 Good, accurate knowledge and understanding of how audiences 
interact with video games  


 Reasonably detailed reference to the set video game to support points 


2 


3-4 marks 


 Satisfactory knowledge and understanding of how audiences interact 
with video games, although this may lack development  


 Appropriate reference to the set video game to support points  


1 


1-2 marks 


 Basic knowledge and understanding of how audiences interact with 
video games, with significant inaccuracies, irrelevance and a lack of 
clarity  


 Limited reference to the set video game to support points 


 
0 marks 


 Response not worthy of credit 


 


  







Question 4(b) 
 
Indicative Content 
 
Responses are expected to demonstrate knowledge and understanding of how audiences 
interact with video games. Responses in the higher bands will explore the question in more 
detail and use examples effectively to support points, responses in the middle band will 
focus on more straightforward or obvious aspects of audience interaction, with some 
appropriate use of examples, and those in the lower bands will lack detail and reference to 
examples.   
 
The content below is not prescriptive and all valid points should be credited. It is not 
expected that responses will include all of the points listed.   
 
AO1  
Responses will demonstrate knowledge and understanding of how audiences interact 
with video games and may make general points about video game interactivity, such 
as:  


 video games differ from other media products in that they offer interactive, multi 
playing experiences for the gamer 


 video games are role playing games and encourage participants to work together on 
a particular mission so interacting with other players 


 interaction involves becoming immersed in the persistent game world and making 
decisions as a character within the game 


 
Reference to Assassin's Creed III: Liberation may include the following points: 


 Assassin's Creed 111: Liberation is for a hand held-device and is aimed at the 'on the 
go' gamer. It was designed specifically for the Playstation Vita, with 'dual touchpads, 
motion detection and built-in camera' to enhance the interactive experience for 
gaming fans  


 technology is used to create a realistic, life-like world so creating an immersive, 
interactive experience for the target audience  


 interactivity in this game is through a female avatar, thus encouraging a different 
target audience of female gamers. The female gamers' interaction with Aveline may 
offer an opportunity for identification not available in other video games 


 Assassin's Creed  111: Liberation includes interactive elements such as gamers 
collecting supplies and tokens to enhance the game playing experience 


 there are a range of different trailers offering tastes of the interactive game 
experience, for example allowing the gamer to experience Aveline's weapons 


 interactivity is also facilitated through online fan communities and Assassin's Creed  
111: Liberation has a strong fan base (Henry Jenkins) 


 there is interactivity with games producers who often listen to the criticism and praise 
of the fans which can have a direct impact on how the game is developed in the 
future 


 gamers can be interactive through downloading extra content and special features 


 walk through videos created by fans highlight aspects of the game and encourage 
interactivity in the gaming community, as well as within the game itself 


 


































• 


Question 3: 


d) The newspaper I have studied is the 2016 general election edition of the Daily Mirror. To start, 
the US General Election made headlines across hundreds of newspapers, however, the way In which 


each newspaper portrayed the Election's results were different. 


The Daily Mirror is a left-wing. labour oriented newspaper. Its target buyers are that of the social 


middle/working class. The front cover of the set edition of the newspaper featured the statue of 
Uberty covering her face as the main image. This socialist cover utalises dark, grey-toned colours and 
imagery of the iconic statue of liberty (which represents peace and unity) covering her face in 


disbelief, signifies (Barthes) that the outcome ofthe general election was bad. The use of the Statue 


of Liberty crying signifies America is ashamed of the outcome and everything Lady liberty stands for 
is lost. 


Additonally, the headline for this newspaper is " What have t hey done?" with a subheading "How 
Trump triamphed and what it means for you and the world". This use of media langauge signifies 


that the US election will affect people globally. Direct address "you" is used in order to engage the 
reader and make it seem personal in ord.er to make them want to read on. The middle class w ill 


identify (Gauntlett) with this newspaper as they look for negativity and look for things In the news 
that w ill effect them personally. Shocking headlines such as this is what makes newspapers sell as 
they scare the audience into want ing ot find out mane or find a solution. 



Sticky Note

Good, accurate knowledge and understanding.



Sticky Note

Reasonably detailed reference to the set newspaper



Sticky Note

Reasonably detailed reference to the set newspaper



Highlight



Highlight



Highlight







• 
The article inside the newspaper has the heading "America's Brexit". The Daily Mirror is a British 


newspaper so the readers will most liekly be British too so they refer to Brexit to make the situation 


more relatable. Due t o the reader's cultural codes (especially those who read this paper are msot 
likely labour supporters), they know that Brexit was, overall, viewed as having a bad outcome. Brexit 


also made huge headlines and sold many papers. The Daily Mirror has previously and currently 
released newspapers with Donald Trumo being portrayed as a fool and very unprofessional. This is 


how most media platforms and industries view Donald Trump too. 



Sticky Note

Reasonably detailed reference to the set newspaper



Sticky Note

Good use of subject specific terminology



Text Box

This is a band 3 response.There is some satisfactory, accurate knowledge and understanding, and reasonably detailed appropriate reference to the set newspaper.  The candidate has referred to the set product for Section A, which may explain the candidate's inclusion of textual analysis; this has resulted in significant sections of discussion (highlighted) that are not relevant to this question.  Although this is a synoptic question that rewards candidates for drawing together knowledge and understanding from across the course of study, this must still be used to answer the question, i.e. how political contexts affect the newspaper industry.











